Abstract-Radially encoded MRI has gained increasing attention due to its motion insensitivity and reduced artifacts. However, because its samples are collected nonuniformly in the k-space, multidimensional (especially 3-D) radially sampled MRI image reconstruction is challenging. The objective of this paper is to develop a reconstruction technique in high dimensions with onthe-fly kernel calculation. It implements general multidimensional nonuniform fast Fourier transform (NUFFT) algorithms and incorporates them into a k-space image reconstruction framework. The method is then applied to reconstruct from the radially encoded k-space data, although the method is applicable to any nonCartesian patterns. Performance comparisons are made against the conventional Kaiser-Bessel (KB) gridding method for 2-D and 3-D radially encoded computer-simulated phantoms and physically scanned phantoms. The results show that the NUFFT reconstruction method has better accuracy-efficiency tradeoff than the KB gridding method when the kernel weights are calculated on the fly. It is found that for a particular conventional kernel function, using its corresponding deapodization function as a scaling factor in the NUFFT framework has the potential to improve accuracy. In particular, when a cosine scaling factor is used, the NUFFT method is faster than KB gridding method since a closed-form solution is available and is less computationally expensive than the KB kernel (KB griding requires computation of Bessel functions). The NUFFT method has been successfully applied to 2-D and 3-D in vivo studies on small animals.
I. INTRODUCTION

E
ARLY MR images were obtained with projection reconstruction (PR) [1] - [3] . The PR method was later generalized to radial sampling by collecting k-space data from center to periphery along a radius. The radial sampling technique has recently gained more popularity [4] - [7] due to its advantageous motion insensitivity and the ability to acquire data with very short echo time (TE). In a radial scan, however, the samples do not fall on a Cartesian grid, so image reconstruction requires more sophisticated processing techniques.
Recently, the older back-PR has been supplanted by gridding method [8] - [12] . The gridding method generally consists of three steps: preweighting, convolving the original data with shift-invariant interpolation kernels, and inverse Fourier transform. In 2-D, Jackson et al. [11] compared several convolution kernels including Gaussian, Kaiser-Bessel (KB), and prolate spheroidal wave function (PSWF), and concluded that the KB kernel is the best in terms of minimum averaged aliasing energy. The KB gridding method was later extended to 3-D and applied to radial data [7] , [12] , [13] . Beatty et al. [12] proposed a practical parameter formula for the KB method that minimizes the maximum aliasing energy. In this paper, the KB gridding method is referred to as the conventional method.
Besides the Gibbs ringing (an issue beyond the scope of this paper), the accuracy of non-Cartesian MRI reconstruction is usually limited by the preweighting and interpolation in reconstruction. To ensure sufficient accuracy, the computational complexity becomes a significant issue in multidimensions, especially in 3-D reconstruction from a large number of projections. Unlike the rectilinear methods that sample k-space uniformly on a Cartesian grid, radially encoded MRI samples the center of k-space much more densely than the periphery. In this case, the Nyquist limit is loosely defined in the radial framework as the maximum separation between neighboring data points in k-space that can eliminate aliasing. Because of the divergence of the projections, more samples need to be collected using a radial scan than using rectilinear scans. In gridding methods, the tradeoff between accuracy and processing efficiency (including memory efficiency) can be managed by changing the window size of the kernel and the oversampling rate. Some work has been done to find optimal parameters to balance accuracy and computational cost. For example, Beatty et al. [12] used a minimal oversampling rate, from 1.125 to 1.375, to reduce the high computational memory demand in 3-D.
Recent developments in fast numerical algorithms [14] - [18] provide more efficient tools to evaluate the nonuniform discrete Fourier transform (NUDFT). In particular, Liu and Nguyen [16] 0018-9294/$25.00 © 2009 IEEE named their transform algorithm for nonuniform data using least-square (LS) error kernels the nonuniform fast Fourier transform (NUFFT). NUFFT calculates complex kernels based on the given sampling pattern to minimize the interpolation error. Some of these NUFFTs have been implemented in 2-D and applied to spiral MRI reconstruction [19] and sensitivity encoding (SENSE) image reconstruction [20] . In this paper, we develop multidimensional LS-NUFFTs of first type (NUFFT-1) and second type (NUFFT-2) by adopting the LS NUFFT framework in 1-D [16] , [17] , and apply these methods to 2-D and 3-D k-space data acquired using PR trajectories. We discuss the choice of scaling factor and its impact on approximation accuracy and processing speed. Reconstruction results of both computer-simulated and physically scanned objects are compared with those obtained by the KB gridding method. Accuracy, efficiency, and SNR comparisons are made to show performance improvements.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates the multidimensional NUFFT-1 and NUFFT-2. A generalized multidimensional non-Cartesian MRI image reconstruction and kspace data simulation package are developed in Section III based on the NUFFTs. In Section IV, results are shown for both 2-D and 3-D imaging using a computer-simulated phantom, a physically scanned phantom, and small live animals. The choice of scaling factor is discussed. Comparisons are made with the conventional KB gridding method.
II. d-DIMENSIONAL NUFFTS
We define (1) and (2) as the d-dimensional NUDFT of the first-type (NUDFT-1) and second-type (NUDFT-2), respectively
g n e i2π v m n (2) where v m ∈ [−1/2, 1/2] d denotes the mth non-Cartesian sample locations in the frequency domain and n denotes the Cartesian pixel index in the image domain. Note (1) and (2) become regular DFT and inverse DFT if v becomes uniform in a Cartesian grid.
A. d-Dimensional LS Kernel
The direct evaluations of (1) and (2) both cost
where N p is the number of image pixels in the pth dimension and M is the total number of frequency samples. To reduce the computational complexity, we use an approach similar to Liu and Nguyen's 1-D LS NUFFT to find the d-dimensional kernel Φ m , which satisfies
where s n is a d-dimensional scaling factor (also called accuracy factor), µ is the oversampling factor, and 
where in the pth dimension, φ m can be solved by
where w = e i2π /µN p . In general, vector α has to be evaluated by the direct summation
with complexity O (N p (q + 1)). However, if a cosine function is chosen for s j [16] , [17] , α has a closed-form solution
with only O (q + 1) complexity. In comparison, the conventional gridding method uses defined kernel functions Φ. For example, a Gaussian function is used in [14] and successfully bounds the approximation error. Other feasible shift-invariant kernel functions include the cosine function, KB function, and PSWF, which are well summarized and compared in [11] . In particular, the KB kernel is most favored by the MR community due to its minimized aliasing error. The function is based on the zero-order modified Bessel function of the first kind, and its inverse transform has a closed-form solution
Recently, a practical formula of the shape parameter β was provided by [12] to generate a near-optimal KB window
yielding a minimized maximum aliasing energy. However, it should be pointed out here that although the LS-NUFFT kernels are "calculated" instead of being "defined," it is not "shift-variant" as claimed in [19] . In fact, α is a function of D k (v) = {µN p v} + q/2 − k with k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , q. Since F −1 is independent of v and manipulates only the weights obtained by α and φ, it is actually shift-invariant and complex in general. This contradicts with the "shift-variant" conclusion and the associated plots in [19] . In Fig. 1 , φ m of a 1-D random sampling trajectory is plotted within D ∈ (−2.5, 2.5) corresponding to a kernel size of 5.
B. d-Dimensional NUFFT-1 and NUFFT-2
With the calculated kernel Φ m , (1) can be computed efficiently with the d-dimensional NUFFT of the first type (NUFFT-1). The d-dimensional NUFFT-1 procedures are listed as follows.
1) Find the new Fourier coefficients on an oversampled uniform grid by kernel convolution
with complexity of
2) Use the new Fourier coefficients H k to calculate the spatial signal samples h n by regular FFT at the cost of
Scale the resulting signal samples by the accuracy factor h n = h n /s n using O(N ) operations. Similarly, with the calculated Φ m , the d-dimensional NUFFT of the second type (NUFFT-2) is evaluated by following steps.
1) Scale the uniform spatial signal samples by the accuracy factorg n = g n /s n with complexity O(N ). 2) Calculate the DFT on an oversampled uniform grid by regular FFT with complexity of
Find the nonuniform samples using kernel convolution
with a complexity of O(M (q + 1) d ). The conventional gridding method takes similar convolution, FFT, and scaling procedures, except that the scaling function is found as the inverse Fourier transform of the defined kernel function. This division is usually called "deapodization" in the conventional gridding method.
Since the sampling trajectories are usually repeatedly used in MRI applications, a lookup table (LUT) technique is sometimes applied to store and look up the kernel weights for all the non-Cartesian sample points. With the increased interest in high-dimension high-resolution radial imaging, LUT weights storage implies large memory demands, and as a result, the onthe-fly weights calculation is often preferred. For this reason, the complexity of calculating Φ k cannot be excluded. In this case, both NUFFT-1 and NUFFT-2 have a total complexity of
In these expressions, C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are constants, but C 3 involves the computation of a Bessel function, so it is considerably larger than C 1 and C 2 .
C. Selection of Kernel Parameters
Similar to the conventional gridding method, the proposed NUFFT algorithms also tradeoff between approximation accuracy and processing speed. In practice, this tradeoff must be balanced by selecting the optimal scaling factor and parameters µ and q.
The scaling factor is analogous to the deapodization function in the conventional gridding method. Therefore, for a particular given kernel function, its inverse Fourier transform could be utilized as the scaling factor. The LS-NUFFT kernel can then be found by LS solution. We compare LS-NUFFT and conventional gridding methods on 1-D experiments without a density compensation function. Gaussian kernel and KB kernel are used as examples. In the Gaussian case, the kernel is C(k) = e 2 /b . The KB kernel and its inverse Fourier transform are given in (8) .
We constructed a 1-D random sampling experiment to study the impact of scaling factor as well as parameters µ and q. The input has M = 256 complex signal samples (with both real and imaginary parts having random distribution over [0, 1]) located at random ω m locations having a uniform distribution over [−π, π]. Fig. 2 shows the relative L 2 error ∆f = f − f 0 2 / f 0 2 , where f 0 is obtained by DFT, for the conventional gridding methods (shape parameters b = 0.247 and β = 11.441) and LS-NUFFT methods (µ = 2, q = 4). The results show that using the inverse Fourier transform c(x) of both Gaussian and KB kernels as a scaling factor in the NUFFT framework gives better accuracy than the conventional gridding methods with these kernels.
On the other hand, adjusting parameters µ and q leverages the tradeoff between NUFFT accuracy and processing speed, similar to the conventional gridding. The error decreases exponentially with increasing µ and q. However, the complexities of kernel calculation and convolution increase proportionally to (q + 1) and (q + 1) d , and the complexity of FFT increases proportionally to µ d (1 + (d log µ/log N )). Therefore, in this paper, we use the accuracy-efficiency tradeoff as the criteria to evaluate algorithms. 
III. NON-CARTESIAN RECONSTRUCTION AND k-SPACE SIMULATION
It is well known that the spatially encoded MRI signals can be interpreted as a Fourier transform of the initial transverse magnetization M xy in the spatial domain x
where k(t) is a time-dependent frequency vector. Therefore, the image of the object can be reconstructed by taking the inverse Fourier transform of the sampled signals in the spatial frequency space k, known as k-space
where vector k has non-Cartesian acquisition trajectories, while the image is desired in a uniform Cartesian grid. The procedures of conventional gridding reconstruction methods include density compensation (also known as preweighting), convolution with a gridding kernel and resampling in k-space, and deapodization in image space
where k m represents the non-Cartesian samples and k l the regridded Cartesian samples, W (k) is the density compensation function, and C(k) and c(x) are the convolution kernel functions in k-space and image space, respectively. In this paper, we implemented the widely used KB gridding method for comparison.
In our NUFFT approach, we directly discretize the integrands (12) and (13) . A direct discretization of (12) leads to (15) where ∆x p is the image voxel size in the pth dimension. To discretize (13), we introduce a change of variables from k to u where the corresponding {u m } is assumed to be uniform
where |J(u m )| is the determinant of Jacobian matrix and ∆u p is the sampling interval in the pth dimension. Equation (15) can be used for k-space data simulation for computer phantom studies. Equation (17) is the non-Cartesian reconstruction formula that can be efficiently computed with NUFFT-1. Specifically, in 2-D and 3-D, the typical radially encoded k-space samples are located uniformly in polar coordinates and spherical coordinates, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3 . The radial sampling has a degree of freedom in the projection "end point" distribution, which, in fact, is an important factor for acquisition SNR and sampling efficiency (refer to Section V). However, in this paper, the patterns with uniform polar (2-D) and spherical (3-D) grids are chosen to be consistent with the historical PR technique for the ease of calculating the preweighting functions. Therefore, the corresponding preweighting functions determined by the Jacobian are r for 2-D and r 2 sin θ for 3-D, respectively. Thus, for the 2-D case, k x = r cos φ and k y = r sin φ, so (15) and (17) 
For the 3-D case, k x = r cos φ sin θ, k y = r sin φ sin θ, and k z = r cos θ, so (15) and (17) 
Note that here, in the Cartesian coordinates, I is uniformly sampled, while s is nonuniformly sampled. Therefore, (18) and (20) can be obtained by NUFFT-2, while (19) and (21) can be obtained by NUFFT-1.
IV. RECONSTRUCTION RESULTS
To test our multidimensional NUFFT reconstruction on radially sampled MR images, we first compared the method with the conventional KB gridding method on 2-D and 3-D computersimulated phantoms and scanned phantoms. Then, we applied the proposed NUFFT method to 2-D and 3-D radially encoded MRI scans of small animals.
A. Computer Simulation
We first used the Shepp-Logan phantom for our computer phantom study. The size of the acquisition domain (k max ) is decided directly by the desired image resolution as ∆l = 1/k max . To be consistent with Cartesian MRI, the number of samples in each projection is selected so that it satisfies the desired image field of view (FOV) according to N r = k max FOV. The number of projections is typically selected such that Nyquist's criterion is satisfied at the largest sample distance. This corresponds to N θ = πN r in 2-D and N θ,φ = (π/2)N 2 r in 3-D. (We note that undersampled radial MRI by itself is a recent research topic due to the emerging application of radial MRI in dynamic imaging, where fast acquisition is required [21] , [22] ).
For MRI reconstruction, preweighting is needed in the case of the nonuniform k-space sampling. Truncation and preweighting both introduce errors in the reconstructed image (see [23] for 2-D radial sampling). The reconstruction error for all the Fourier transform-based methods comes from two sources: one is the DFT approximation of continuous k-space Fourier transform and the other is the approximate computation of the DFT in such reconstruction methods. Furthermore, we found that even if the analytical k-space data are used [24] , such direct DFT reconstruction error is usually much larger than the image difference between different fast DFT implementation methods (KB gridding, cosine LS-NUFFT, and KB LS-NUFFT). However, since in this paper, we care only about which reconstruction method is a more accurate computation of the DFT expression, the direct DFT reconstruction, in this situation, can still be used as a "reference" image for the accuracy comparison. The issue of DFT reconstruction error is a separate topic of research (for example, in [25] ). Therefore, we simulate the k-space data and reconstruct the image using NUDFT by evaluating the summations in (15) and (17) directly to provide the base for comparison. Normalized difference images and errors are defined based on the NUDFT results. In the rest of the paper, the reconstructed image using direct NUDFT, NUFFT, and KB method is denoted as I, I nu , and I kb , respectively. The relative L 2 error and L ∞ error, e.g., for NUFFT reconstruction, are defined as First, the synthetic k-space data for a 2-D 128 × 128 SheppLogan phantom are obtained by DFT. Then, the image is reconstructed using NUDFT, cosine LS-NUFFT, KB LS-NUFFT, and conventional KB reconstruction methods. The cosine LS-NUFFT is included in the comparison because of its efficiency advantage, although the 1-D study reveals that the KB LS-NUFFT has better accuracy. Fig. 4 shows the differenent images. Both conventional KB and KB LS-NUFFT methods yield lower L 2 error than the cosine LS-NUFFT, while the KB LS-NUFFT is slightly more accurate than the KB method. A time measure is also used for the performance evaluation of all the reconstruction methods implemented in MATLAB 7.0 on the same computer (CPU: AMD ATHLON 2600+; RAM: 2GB). The study of accuracyefficiency tradeoff is done by changing the oversampling rate and the kernel size, as shown in Fig. 5 . As the window size increases with a fixed oversampling rate of 2, the error in all the three methods decreases. Both charts in Fig. 5 suggest that if a certain error tolerance is set, the cosine LS-NUFFT reconstruction has a relatively better accuracy-efficiency tradeoff.
A 3-D Shepp-Logan phantom of size 64 × 64 × 64 is also simulated. All 20 000 projections are required by Nyquist's criterion with 32 samples in each projection. The image size is selected to be relatively small for the test case due to the high computational cost of the direct summation approach that is used for comparison here. Based on the 2-D results, and given that efficiency will be more concerned in the 3-D case, we included only the cosine LS-NUFFT and conventional KB method in the comparison. As in 2-D, a few µ and q combinations are tested to study the accuracy-efficiency tradeoff, as plotted in Fig. 6 . Effects observed are, in general, consistent with the 2-D study. On the right chart, the two curves cross each other between q = 8 and q = 10. This suggests that the L 2 error of the conventional KB decays with q faster than the cosine LS-NUFFT. However, in 3-D reconstruction, typically q = 4 is used to avoid high computational cost.
B. Scanned Phantoms
A cylindrical water tube phantom 3.5 cm in diameter and 4 cm in height was scanned on a 2-T Oxford 30-cm horizontal magnet. The custom MRI sequence was driven by a GE EX-CITE console. The phantom was filled with 0.05 mmol solution of copper sulfate (CuSO 4 [H 2 O] 5 ) for shorter T 1 and better proton signal. The phantom was imaged with both 2-D and 3-D sequences that encode the free induction decay. The 2-D scan excited a 2-mm slice with a 5-cm by 5-cm FOV. The 800 projections with 160 samples in each projection were acquired. A 160×160 image was reconstructed at a spatial resolution of 0.3125 mm using both conventional gridding and cosine LS-NUFFT reconstruction methods. In Fig. 7 , the reconstructed images are displayed in the γ-mode [i.e., the image intensity of each pixel is compressed using I γ = I max (I/I max ) γ ] as well as the normal mode. Here, we use γ = 0.33 so that the noise level is relatively enhanced compared to using a linear colormap, for a better comparison of SNR. Although the 2-D computer simulation study concludes that conventional KB yields smaller L 2 error in most cases than the cosine LS-NUFFT when compared with the DFT reconstruction, the visual qualities do not show much difference probably because the error due to Gibbs ringing dominates, as discussed earlier and in [25] . In fact, the SNR is improved by 19.8% in this particular case using the LS-NUFFT reconstruction versus the gridding method. Excluding the preprocessing time, the reconstruction time was 1.61 s for the NUFFT method and 3.44 s for the gridding method, both of which are significantly shorter than the scan time.
A 3-D scan having 40 000 projections, each with 96 samples, was performed to compare the NUFFT method with the gridding method. An isotropic FOV (5 cm×5 cm×5 cm) with anisotropic resolution (R x : R y : R z = 2 : 2 : 1) was acquired, where the z-gradient was adjusted so that the k-space projection end points are located on the surface of an ellipsoid rather than a sphere. A 128 × 128 × 64 image was reconstructed using both NUFFT method and gridding method. As displayed in Fig. 8 , the SNR is improved by 12.4% using the NUFFT method.
C. In Vivo Radial Imaging
Radial sampling has been popularly used in cardiac imaging for its robustness against motion and enhanced SNR due to favorable signal averaging around the center k-space. 2-D and 3-D radially encoded datasets were acquired of a live mouse using a gated acquisition, on a 7-T 21-cm bore Magnex system with a GE EXCITE (11.0) console identical to the aforesaid 2 T system. The 2-D radial scan acquired 16 000 projections with 256 points on each projection and gave an oblique sagittal view of the whole mouse. The k-space was sampled with a much larger number of projections than that required by the Nyquist criterion in order to gain the SNR improvement. The images were reconstructed using both the proposed NUFFT reconstruction and the KB gridding method in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9(a) and (b) , the γ-mode (γ = 0.5) is used again to show the SNR benefit of NUFFT reconstruction. Fig. 9 (c) and (d) shows enlarged images of the heart region. Observe that the NUFFT-reconstructed image is less noisy around regions such as the right atrium (RA) and pulmonary artery (PA), but still maintains the detailed structures such as the papillary muscle (PM). In fact, the SNR of NUFFT image in Fig. 9(a) is approximately 25% higher than that of KB gridding in Fig. 9(b) . Due to the large number of projections used, the preprocessing step for the kernel consumes a relatively significant portion of the total reconstruction time for both methods. Therefore, NUFFT reconstruction is even more efficient since it uses a computationally simpler closed-form solution than the KB kernel where Bessel functions are needed. In fact, for this particular example, the NUFFT reconstruction method uses roughly 60% less time than the KB gridding method.
A 3-D volume scan of the mouse was also conducted with radial sampling of 46 080 projections, each having 196 samples (64 samples of these on the gradient ramp). The image was successfully reconstructed using our NUFFT method, and the axial view and 3-D volume-rendered view highlighting the vasculature are shown in Fig. 10 . The reconstructed volume is of size 256 × 256 × 64 with anisotropic resolution of R x : R y : R z = 4 : 4 : 1.
V. DISCUSSION
This paper develops an alternative MRI reconstructionmethod-based NUFFT for general non-Cartesian problems, and specifically describes its applications to 2-D and 3-D radially encoded MRI. Previously, most non-Cartesian reconstruction has been based on gridding methods using conventional kernels. The main difference between the proposed NUFFT method and the conventional gridding method is that the proposed method uses a scaling factor and an LS approach to minimize the gridding error as opposed to the predefined kernels in the conventional gridding method. It is found that the NUFFT framework can be utilized to further refine thse predefined kernel functions used in the conventional gridding approach. Although most choices of the scaling factor in the LS kernel may cost additional complexity, when a cosine scaling factor is used, the proposed method is computationally efficient because of the closed-form kernel weights. Such an accuracy-efficiency tradeoff makes the method a potential solution for high-dimensional, high-resolution non-Cartesian reconstruction problems.
However, it is again worthwhile to point out that both gridding and NUFFT methods deal only with the approximation and fast computation of DFT. As mentioned previously, even the DFT reconstructed images significantly suffer from ringing artifacts, known as truncation error or the Gibbs ringing phenomenon. This ringing phenomenon is more severe in low-resolution cases. Although we did not discuss this specific problem in this paper, the issue has been addressed using a ringing reduction technique through a discontinuity subtraction scheme in a previous work [25] . In addition, J. G. Pipe [26] , [27] recently proposed a preweighting design method in the gridding reconstruction framework to sharpen the point spread function of PR imaging. We feel that its integration would potentially improve our method as well.
In addition to reconstruction accuracy, image quality will also be affected by the k-space sampling strategy. The proposed NUFFT reconstruction method has enabled us to consider more efficient radial sampling strategies beyond the conventional PR sampling distributions [2] , [3] where samples are constrained on radii as well as on latitudinal rings. Isotropic radial sampling that distributes the projection "end points" uniformly on a sphere has the potential to improve SNR, reduce scan time, and enhance reconstruction performance. Recently, some distributions more isotropic than the conventional PR sampling were explored by adopting geomathematical methods [7] , [13] . Because of their reduced scan time, isotropic sampling patterns are critical to dynamic imaging and are under active investigation.
Due to the limited overall accuracy in the current MR settings, other implementations of the gridding type of reconstruction that favor efficiency more than accuracy may serve well in the practical sense. For example, both KB gridding and NUFFT can store a discrete version of their kernel functions as LUTs, and only computing the convolution "on-the-fly." This approach of accuracy-efficiency tradeoff has a higher emphasis toward the efficiency and may be suitable for the current reconstruction preference. However, it should be noted that this approach introduces an additional interpolation step. In order to obtain high accuracy, a large number of points need to be stored to best characterize the kernel function and higher order interpolation methods may be needed. Consequently, the ultimate gain on efficiency may be limited, depending on the accuracy requirement. A numerical comparison of such an approach with the two methods discussed here may nevertheless be an interesting direction of research.
VI. CONCLUSION
Multidimensional NUFFT algorithms have been developed for fast and accurate evaluation of nonuniform DFTs using LS kernels. The NUFFT framework is proposed as an alternative approach to conventional gridding methods in MRI. It calculates kernel functions based on a selected scaling factor, thus yielding lower L 2 error than using predefined kernel functions. The scaling factor, oversampling rate, and kernel size determine the accuracy-efficiency tradeoff of the NUFFT algorithm. The cosine NUFFT is efficient and has a favorable accuracyefficiency tradeoff under most parameter choices. In this paper, MRI k-space data simulation, and image reconstruction algorithms are developed. The LS-NUFFT algorithms are implemented in 2-D and 3-D to facilitate the application of radially encoded MRI. The KB gridding method is also implemented for comparison. The 2-D computer simulation suggests that KB LS-NUFFT yields the lowest L 2 error among the three methods under comparison. The NUFFT reconstruction method using cosine scaling factor has good accuracy-efficiency tradeoff in both 2-D and 3-D reconstruction and has been successfully applied to cardiovascular imaging on small animals.
